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AER-O75
THE END OF TODAY ’S AIRPORTS: FUTURE VISION OF INTEGRATING AIRPORTS
AND CITIES

AIRPORT

integration
through
fragmentation

CITY

“ Airports are not simulations of cities; rather
cities are simulations of airports.”
Benjamin H Bratton

A

irports- as we know them today- have evolved into strictly organized, highly secured and often mysterious facilities. Yes, people
can enter an airport, travel through an airport but, they are rarely
connected to it in the same way people find a connection to the
cities beyond the airport.

PREFACE

In many ways, airports function like their own separate cities,
walled off from their contexts. People can spend hours in an airport and spend lots of money too. Through personal observation, it
seems there might be a missed opportunity by not bringing these
major transportation hubs into closer relationship with cities’ other
hubs of business, governance, and other distinct points of interest.
Travelers experiences and those of the local population may be enhanced by bringing these diverse elements of the city together as
changes to the way we travel and live our daily lives seem to shrink
the distances between everything (both physical and virtual).

A

nticipating the potential future changes of airport design and
expansion along with city planning for the purpose of bringing the
two entities in closer alignment with one another is the main purpose of this book.
By conducting a time line analysis of five different US cities and
their airports, conclusions were drawn from tracking the relationship between the growth patterns of both. This allowed for a discovery of methods to increase connectivity with one another. These
conclusions were followed by an overview of the jet industry and its
possible future impacts on the way airports are designed, considering future adaptations of airports to new design and technology
concepts in aerospace.

ABSTRACT

The concept of ”integration through fragmentation” is explored
in the final two chapters. Architectural fragmentations of airport
programs and their integration into urban design/planning were
applied to three cities - from the five previously selected- in order to; give readers a closer vision and understanding of how the
concept might work. Possible variations of “fragmentation” design
decisions were simulated in response to each city’s driving forces.
The application time of the proposed concept considered by this
book is the year 2075, the ideas consider a long-range of planning
and work with a mixture of hard data and hypothetical scenarios.

T

his project predicts that by 2075, new building, security and aircraft technologies will enable a fragmenting of airport programs
and a reintegration of them with city future master plans to simultaneously address the needs of both cities and airports.
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The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) expects 7.2 billion passengers to travel in
2035, a near doubling of the 3.8 billion air travelers in 2016. In 2012, the US Travel Association published a report listing the top 50 busiest airports
in the country. The report stated that 14 out of the
50 airports will have problems in the future even
with the expansion and improvement plans they
propose. With the growing number of passengers
each year, airports tend to expand within their
property “lines” to meet the continuous global air
traffic passenger demands. But to what extend airports could expand to host these numbers with the
land constrains that limits them?
Chapter A is defining the separation lines that
have been disconnecting a city and its airport
through the past and until this day. Different factors have affected the way a city has grown and
the way an airport was designed. The purpose of
this chapter is to study if these different set of factors were linked in the past or will be linked in the
future with the current mind-set of both. This was
examined by conducting analysis for 5 different
US cities and their main airports through 4 time
periods to track each city growth patterns and its
airport expansion model. Each city and airport had
different driving forces that have been framing
what we see today in our cities or airport typology- and most likely these forces will continue
to evolve and control what we will experience in
the future. Mapping these past and future factors
helps in initiating possible future relationships that
the proposed concept of airport fragmentation
aims to create.
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A - APART: DEFINING SEPARATION “LINES”

THE END OF AIRPORTS
BY CHRISTOPHER SCHABERG
PUBLISHED IN 2016

the title of this book refers to
the end of airports as romantic
places; the end of airports as
sites of excitement; the end of
airports as apexes of travel culture. The end of airports means
the end of our ability to appreciate airports, to inhabit them as
dynamic, fascinating, forwardlooking spaces.

Schaberg, an associate professor of English
and Environment at Loyola University New Orleans, waxes philosophical as he contemplates
the role airports play in today’s society. His
short essays and anecdotes draw on his years
as an airport employee as well as other personal experiences. In his eyes, airports have
gone from magical to mundane, enjoyable to
tedious, joyful to grim.
He suggests that even as the epoch of flight
approaches a threshold of banality, there are
still mysteries to be unraveled around our aircraft and airfields. The End of Airports is not an
obituary-it’s more like an ode to terminals in
the digital age.

“
24
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INTERNATIONAL
A - APART: DEFINING SEPARATION “LINES”

CONNECTION SCALE
Geographical Scales of Airport Location

Air hubs tend to by points of convergence
of regional services and gateways to international destinations. The location of an airport
can be considered from three fundamental
scales of interaction:
Local. The location of an airport is subject
to accessibility to its market area, implying that
it must be easily reached by the airport’s customer base. Since airport sites have many constraints, they tend to be located at the fringe of
the metropolitan areas they service.
Regional. An airport fits in a network of
passenger and freight air transport services.
The first level of this network concerns the
regional system where many airports act as
hubs enabling to service smaller airports, usually within a flying time of less than two hours
(short to medium ranges). Such connections
are reflective of the interactions within an urban system and reflects the centrality of the
airport city.
International. Some airports are important gateways enabling to connect locations
across continents with long range air services,
which represents the third interaction scale. At
this scale, other factor than centrality may be
at play since some airports offers a connectivity to intercontinental air transport networks.

REGIONAL

LOCAL

(Comtois,Rodrigue,Slack.2016)
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A - APART: DEFINING SEPARATION “LINES”

THREE LOCAL PARADIGMS

AIRPORT LAND

Security, Environmental, Operational

OPERATIONAL

The main three paradigms that all airports
designs have been affected by through the past
and current times are security, operation and
environment. These are the “lines” of demarcation that have been driving the airport away
from engaging with the city as a key potential
hospitality hub for the city locals by playing one
main role, a gate! Although all of these factors
have changed and will evolve greatly in the future, airports are still the same or taking too
much time to upgrade.

ENVIRONMENTAL

facility management, data networking, flow of operations

noise, emissions, fuel consumption

SECURITY
check in, emergency act plans,
runways and aircraft safety

Security has been always the most powerful and dominant among those “lines”. After
9/11, airports have applied extreme layers
of check points and scanning systems, a TSA
guard didn’t even exist before! We can’t ignore
the fact the the first priority is making sure airports and airplans are safe ,however; there is
always another way. If we are moving towards
conscious buildings, what if the airport already
recognizes who the visitors are without being
physically checked?
Environmental and Operational are more
flexible to deal with and less problematic in
the future. Aircraft industry is already making
progress in enhancing the quality of engines
and preserving better quality of atmosphere
for the communities around the airport.

28
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A - THE TWO DENSITIES: CITIZENS-PASSENGERS

AEROTROPOLIS

THE WAY WE’LL LIVE NEXT
BY JOHN D. KASADRA
PUBLISHED IN 2011

The airport leaves the city.
The city follows the airport.
The airport becomes a city.

Kasarda, a professor in the business school at
the University of North Carolina who has consulted with four White House administrations
and numerous cities and governments, believes
that something very different from La Guardia
Airport is transforming our world: the gleaming “aerotropolis,” with a state-of-the-art airport at its center, surrounded by customized
transportation links, fine restaurants, designer
shopping and nearby corporate suburbs connecting workers to the global marketplace.
The aerotropolis, he says, represents not just
a redesign of travel but a vital new economic
paradigm.

“
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A - THE TWO DENSITIES: CITIZENS-PASSENGERS

2050s

CITY

KEEP ON GROWING

0.7% - 0.9%
GROWTH

Rates of North America

The fact that airports are limited to certain
land constrains and so the city for not being
able to blend with the airport property lines is
not serving both populations: city citizens or
passengers. The airport we know today is serving only one category of guests, travelers or
those around the circle of travelers.

The latest data from the Census Bureau
shows that US population growth is running
at between 0.7% and 0.9% suggests that by
2051, it will reach 417 million

Each city is unique in its way of expansion
but they all historically have grown around the
airport, but then when they get stuck, they expand away from the airport, too much away!
The new growing communities end up by being
too far from airport, but currently, that’s not a
big deal due to the separation “lines” between
locals and what airports offer them. Simply,
people wouldn’t go to the airport if they are not
travelling.
According to the (IATA), passengers in the region of North America will grow by 2.3% annually to reach a total of 1.2 billion passengers in
2036, meaning an additional 452 million passengers per year.

Sacrificing the connection that could be
created with the city in the sake of gaining
more space for passengers doesn’t seem to
be appropriate solution neither working. Passenger numbers are growing quickly due to the
competing airliners and upgraded services and
airports- until now- are not doing so well in
meeting these numbers even with the expansion proposals. What if the two populations
blended together? This thesis asks, can became
airport users and non-traveling citizens be accommodated through comprehensive planning
for both airports and cities simultaneously?

2.3%
GROWTH
2030s
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AIRPORT

A - TIME-LAPSE ANALYSIS

FIVE CITIES - FIVE AIRPORTS
Tracking the Connections

ORD

DIA

LAS

ATL
DFW

Reporting back to the US Travel association
2012 list, 14 out of the 50 most busiest airports
will have problems in the future regarding their
capacity loads even with the expansion and improvement plans they propose. The top 5 are
Hartsfeild-Jackson in Atlanta, O’Hare in Chicago, Denver, Fort-Worth in Dallas and McCarran in Las Vegas. Each one of these airport has
been analyses in this chapter along with their
cities to track the origin of the design decisions
and their relationship with certain patterns of
city growth expansions.

ATL

2

ORD
DFW

3

DIA

The analysis are conducted by drawing a
trajectory for each airport and city in different times, past, present and future to study the
correlation between the growing population,
economy, location on the global business plan
as a city and the expansion plans of the its main
gateway, the airport. By accelerating time evolution of both airports and cities, a vision for a
better and more “integrated” relationship will
be generated.

LAS
1
4
5

34
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103,902,992 PASS

HARTSFEILD

79,828,183 PASS

O’HARE

67,092,194 PASS

DALLAS-FW

61,379,396 PASS

DENVER

48,566,803 PASS

MCCARRAN

ATL
Name: Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport
Location: Atlanta, Georgia
Operation Time: 1948- Present
Area: 4,700 acres
No.of Runways: 5 parallel runways

Note: Airport studies are compared to today’s layout. The changes
noticed are according to what each airport envisions with the current mind-set.
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1990-200

The BelltLine project was introduced
in 2014 and
started to be reflected on ground to
stop the
sprawling of the city. A new pattern of
connected
communities within Atlanta and all the
way to D.C
is generated by the BeltLine trail.
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1940s

CANDLER FIELD -NOW ATL- IN EARLY 40 s - PHOTO CREDIT: SUNSHINESKEIS

2000s

AERIAL OF ATL IN 2000- PHOTO CREDIT: SUNSHINESKEIS

2025

ATL CURRENT & NEAR FUTURE LAYOUT - PHOTO CREDIT: GEXA

2075

ATLNEXT PROJECT RENDERING- PHOTO CREDIT: THE ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION

ORD
Name: O’Hare International Airport
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Operation Time: 1963- Present
Area: 7,627 acres
No.of Runways: 7 runways

Note: Airport studies are compared to today’s layout. The changes
noticed are according to what each airport envisions with the current mind-set.
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1990-200

Population increased by 25% which caus
ed residential, transportation and commercial
problems.
The need for more open spaces and pres
erving
water strategies has increased leading
to Go To
Plan implementation.
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1940s

ORCHARD FIELD AIRPORT-NOW O’HARE IN LATE 40s- PHOTO CREDIT: CHICAGO TRIBUNE

2000s

O’HARE CURRENT LAYOUT- PHOTO CREDIT: IACAC

2025

O’HARE NEAR FUTURE- PHOTO CREDIT: COMMERCIAL PROPERTY EXECUTIVE

2075

O’HARE FUTURE EXPANSION RENDERING- PHOTO CREDIT: CURBED CHICAGO

DIA
Name: Denver International Airport
Location: Denver, Colorado
Operation Time: 1995- Present
Area: 33,531 acres
No.of Runways: 6 runways

Note: Airport studies are compared to today’s layout. The changes
noticed are according to what each airport envisions with the current mind-set.
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1990-200

The new developments around the DIA land created
a corridor of connection between the communities
around the airport and the city center. Population
and employment increased.
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1950s

OLD STAPLETON AIRPORT- NOW CLOSED- PHOTO CREDIT: PORCHLIGHT REAL ESTATE GROUP

2000s

DIA CURRENT LAYOUT- PHOTO CREDIT: EVBID

2025

DIA RAIL STATION EXPANSION - PHOTO CREDIT: INHABITAT

2075

DIA FROM THE FAR SIDE OF AIRFIELD - PHOTO CREDIT: DENVER POST

DFW
Name: Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport
Location: Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas
Operation Time: 1974- Present
Area: 17,207 acres
No.of Runways: 7 runways

Note: Airport studies are compared to today’s layout. The changes
noticed are according to what each airport envisions with the current mind-set.
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1990-200

The city now is considered one of the
country’s
industrial and technological hups that
is expected
to attract more population to reach 10
million by
2030.
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1970s

DFW UNDER CONSTRUCTION EARLY 70s - PHOTO CREDIT: NATIONAL AIR & SPACE MUSEUM

2000s

DFW TERMINAL D CONSTRUCTION IN 2005 - PHOTO CREDIT: AUSTIN INDUSTRIES

2025

DFW FUTURE PARKING AND GATES EXPANSION - PHOTO CREDIT: JMA JOHNSON ARCHITECT

2075

DFW RAIL STATION EXPANSION- PHOTO CREDIT: THE WALSH GROUP

LAS
Name: McCarran International Airport
Location: Las Vegas, Nevada
Operation Time: 1948- Present
Area: 2,800 acres
No.of Runways: 4 runways

Note: Airport studies are compared to today’s layout. The changes
noticed are according to what each airport envisions with the current mind-set.
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Now, LV is 2.2 million and growing rapi
dly on the
suburbs and expanding into Southern
Utah and
Northern Arizona. More population will
be driven into
the city after the proposed I-11 corridor
between Las
Vegas and Phoenix is being constructed.
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1970s

MCCARRAN IN 70s - PHOTO CREDIT: FLICKER

2000s

MCCARRAN IN 2013 - PHOTO CREDIT: FLICKER

2025

MCCARRAN NEW TERMINAL 3 - PHOTO CREDIT: LAS VEGAS NEWS BUREAU

2075

MCCARRAN CURRENT LAYOUT - PHOTO CREDIT: FLICKER

FORCES AFFECTING
THE AIRPORT
HARTSFEILD - JACKSON
Delta Airlines emergence, geographical
location demand as a major connection
between the states, land constrains

1
airports expansion decisions were
always related to passenger traffic
demands which were NOT always related
to a city’s growth pattern or its population rates. Some cities have grew
rapidly and densely BUT their
airports not.

O’HARE
the jet engine introduction, the Douglas
aircraft manufacturing plant, city plan,
airlines dominance on expansion plans

DENVER INT.
noise reports from neighboring communities, cargo operation

DALLAS/FORTH WORTH

2
in some cases, an airport
played a great role in pushing the city
for more development and attracting
more population -like in Denver and
Dallas- BUT this was the case only at
early stages of a city growth.

the competition of Fort Worth and
Dallas Love Field, economic growth of
the city as a whole

MCCARRAN

FORCES AFFECTING
THE CITY
ATLANTA
infrastructure and transportation, social equity, economic growth, BelltLine
Project

3

each city has different factors that
controlled its growth rates and patterns
BUT in most of these cases when the city
economy and manufacturing flourish, it
becomes globally recognized which
affect the passenger rates and
airport loads

CHICAGO
public health, manufacturing, automobile, pre-phased growth plan, Go To
2040 strategic plan

DENVER
oil business, industrial growth, NEW
AIRPORT, AEROTROPOLIS PLAN

DALLAS

4
some cities grew rapidly before the
airport gets even built- like in Vegas.
All of these 5 cities growth patterns and
rates were mainly affected by what
was happening in the city NOT in the
airport.

aircraft manufacturing, NEW
AIRPORT,economic growth, technological industry, public health

LAS VEGAS

tourism, economic growth, land
constrains

tourism, economic growth, gaming
industry,I-11 Corridor Project

INDIRECTLY
CONNECTED

PHYSICALLY
SEPARATED

5
high-dense or populated cities DON’T
always mean having busy airports or high
passenger traffic. Many cities-like Atlanta
and Chicago- expanded widely in footprint
and population because of high quality
of public environment and job opportunities.

AIRCRAFT & JET
INDUSTRY
THE BEGINNINGS
ON-BOARD EXPERIENCE
IT IS A ROCKET SCIENCE
HOW WE WILL FLY NEXT

B

88
92
96
100

Commercial aviation has changed the world
immeasurably, facilitating world trade and economic growth, bringing people together in a way
that was not possible before, and simply making
the world a more connected place.
According to the International Air Transport
Association (IATA), airlines in 2014 connected 3.3
billion people and 52 million tones of cargo over
50,000 routes, supporting 58 million jobs and
delivering goods with a value of $6.8 trillion. But
when and where does commercial aviation find its
inception?
Chapter B gives an overview about the history
of aircraft industry starting from its limited trials
at the mid of 1920s to the exponential growth of
its technology until this day with the mention of
future conceptual innovations that could change
the whole industry and travel experience within
the coming 50 years. The main goal here is to draw
a trajectory of the past, current and future aircraft technology that either directly or indirectly
affected the design decisions of airports and most
likely will drive lots of them in the future.

“ These airplanes we have today are no more than
a perfection of a child’s toy made of paper.”
Henri Coanda

82

83

WORLD WAR 2

WORLD WAR 1
1903

1910

1ST JET AIRCRAFT

The year 1957 was the tipping point, says aviation writer Bruce
Hales-Dutton. “This was when the number of passengers
travelling by air within the US exceeded the number going by
rail for the first time.”

PASSENGER CAPACITY

1926

1933

1935

1941

1946

1957

1970

1977

2005

2010
First 24-hours
flight using only
solar and electrical power

Wright
Brother’s
flight
the Zeppelin
provided the
first commercial air
service for
passengers

Ford Trimotor or Tin Goose the first allmetal aircraft designed for passengers
carried about 12/13 passengers
Douglas Airplane was introduced by 1930s
and carried up to 21 passengers

Frank Whittle
tested the jet
engine for 1st
time on flight

The DC-6,
the aircraft
SR-71 fastest
that reduced
and highest
Concorde
traveling time flying aircraft
makes its
with greater Airplanes fly
first comcomfort
faster than mercial flight
sound speed

Largest
commercial
airline by
Airbus, the
A380

B - THE BEGINNINGS

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS
Wilbur Wright (1867-1912)
Orville Wright (1871-1948)

Wilbur and Orville were brothers who ran
both a printing shop and a bicycle shop in
Dayton, Ohio. Although the brothers’ interest
in flight had stemmed from a small helicopter
toy from their childhood, they didn’t begin experimenting with aeronautics until 1899, when
Wilbur was 32 and Orville was 28.
At 10:35 a.m. on December 17, 1903, Orville
Wright flew the Flyer for 12 seconds over 120
feet of the ground. This flight, conducted on
Kill Devil Hill just outside of Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, was the very first flight by a manned,
controlled, heavier-than-air aircraft that flew
under its own power.

THE WRIGHT BROTHERS ON THE STEPS OF THEIR BOYHOOD HOME IN DAYTON - PHOTO CREDIT: WVXU
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WILBUR & ORVILLE WRIGHT & THE FIRST POWERED FLIGHT NC, DECEMBER, 17 1903 - PHOTO CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

B - THE BEGINNINGS

DE HAVILAND COMET AND BOEING 707
De Haviland Comet, UK 1952
Boeing 707 Airliner, US 1957

De Haviland DH 106, -on top- was the
world’s first commercial jet airliner. Developed
and manufactured by de Havilland at its Hatfield
Aerodrome in Hertfordshire, United Kingdom,
the Comet 1 prototype first flew in 1949. It carried 99 passengers. However, within a year of
entering airline service, problems started to
emerge, and the Comet was withdrawn from
service and extensively tested.
Boeing 707, -on bottom- the first successful commercial passenger jetliner. The mid- to
long-range narrow-body four-engine aircraft
with a swept-wing design was developed and
manufactured by the Boeing Company. It made
its first flight on December 20, 1957, and entered commercial service on October 26,
1958. It carried from 140-189 passenger and
remained in production until 1991.
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TOP: DE HAVILAND COMET- PHOTO CREDIT: CNN

DOWN: BOEING 707- PHOTO CREDIT: USATODAY

B - ON-BOARD EXPERIENCE

1920s

THE UPGRADE

Flying in the 1920s was also an uncomfortable experience for passengers because it
was super loud and cold,

From the Golden Age of the 1950s to Our Day

INSIDE A PLANE IN 1920’s- PHOTO CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

If someone tells you that you are just about
to have a flight on an airplane that doesn’t
have air-conditioning-so it depends on natural
weather-would you take it?
It actually happened with me personally when
I was heading back home and the airline staff
asked us to wait for 15-20 minutes cause the
air-conditioning needed to be fixed. I remember people were making fun of the situation and
one of the passengers commented ” Is this an
airplane or a public bus”. This person actually
didn’t have an idea that back in the 1920s-1930s,
people used to fly with aircrafts that don’t have
air-conditioning so the plane was hot when its
summer and cold when its winter.

1950s
Despite being known as the golden age of
travel, flying in the 50s was not cheap. In
fact. Passengers got what they paid for
though. Flying was extremely glamorous:
people dressed up, booze was served in fancy glassware, and meals consisted of dishes
like roast beef, lobster, and prime rib.
PASSENGERS RELAXING ON SLEEPER SEATS ON AN AIRCRAFT
IN 1958.- PHOTO CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

1970s

The concept of upgrading passenger experience took much more attention when the
industry main goal has shifted from creating
better military machines to shrink distances
between cities and providing civilians with
faster, cheaper and shorter way to connect.
And since the number of travellers started to
hit high rates, airports and aircrafts started to
evolve tremendously to meet the new demands.

1970 was the start of the “Jumbo Jet,” which
opened up the skies for millions of travelers
who previously couldn’t afford it, as airlines
being able to fly large amounts of passengers meant being able to sell tickets at a
more reasonable price.
AN AIRCRAFT INTERIOR IN 1976- PHOTO CREDIT: FLICKER

Today, both airlines and airports are saving no effort to enhance the experience of their
guests by providing upgraded services and
seeking innovative technologies that drive the
market of air-travel for years to come.

2000s
After 9/11 in 2001, air travel changed drastically. Airport security became what it is
today.
A 2010 AIRCRAFT- PHOTO CREDIT: SHUTTERSTOCK
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B - ON-BOARD EXPERIENCE

THE EXPERIENCE RE-IMAGINED
“POPPI: The Airline Re-imagined”

As the talk about the passenger experience
disturbance became one of the most notable
problems of today’s air travel model, many airlines and designer are taking the effort to try
fixing it, That’s what Teague did by introducing
Poppi airline.
t’s a concept developed by one of the world’s
top design agencies, Teague, and introduced at
the recent Airline Passenger Experience Association (APEX) Expo in Portland, Oregon. The
firm looked at the annoyances passengers face
and other things that are backward about the
industry, and created an airline concept that
addresses the needs of today’s flyers.
Poppi presents reasoned alternatives to
some of commercial aviation’s most deeply
entrenched practices, including how airlines
handle bags and the way cabins are organized
mostly by the amount of space between seats.
Controversially, Poppi eliminates most carryon luggage in favor of smaller “fedora” bins
that only hold computer bags and other small
personal items, and the direct-to-destination
transfer of larger bags.

“We anchored every idea we included in
Poppi to two basic criteria: happier passengers, and happy bottom lines for airlines.”
Devin Liddlel, Teague Brand Strategist
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TOP: POPPI PLANE CONCEPT- PHOTO CREDIT: TEAGUE

DOWN: POPPI GATE BOARDING EXPERIENCE CONCEPT- PHOTO CREDIT: TEAGUE

2000s
As the number of passengers increases,
and airport has become ever more stressful, incorporating light and wise space
distribution was a must to minimize the
disruptions that travelers experience

B - IT IS A ROCKET SCIENCE

THE JUMP
New Aircrafts Mean New Airports

1970s

In a cause and effect relationship, to determine who’s the follower of whom is sometimes
a complex process. But in airports, it is easy to
perceive to relate them back to the evolution
of aircrafts. Since airports are designed as a
function of the aircraft it will serve, aircraft
characteristics highly influence how airports
have evolved. Overtime airports design NEEDED
to change to accommodate the new rapid revolution in airplanes technologies and design.

1950s
The start of jet commercial passenger
aircrafts created a critical need for
longer runways at major U.S. airports.
So that’s why we can see most of these
airports started to grow in footprint.

What we see today in our airports was the a
product of layers of design decisions in the past
that were significantly driven by how aircrafts
have developed through the previous decade.
Drawing a time line here is important to clearly
visualize how technology innovations in the field
of aerodynamics and aircraft manufacturing in
the past have affected today’s airports design.
Anticipating the future of airports by considering the infante possibilities that engineers
have been testing for years on aircrafts prototypes could give an indication on the expectedand maybe required-jump in airports design
models. New aircrafts means new airports.
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he wide-bodied Boeing 747 created the
need for another major revision to airport
infrastructure to accommodate aircraft
that carried over 400 passengers and had
a wing span of nearly 60 meters.

1928
From 1928, American airports built paved
takeoff and landing strips, which could
support the new heavier planes like Douglas Airplane

2075

B - IT IS A ROCKET SCIENCE

Airplanes by that time are faster, lighter
and could fly vertically, therefore the need
for the expanded long runways won’t be
needed anymore

INFINITY AND BEYOND
From Up in the Sky to Up in the Atmosphere

2035

By tracking the evolution of different airports, a clear conclusion could be reached that
most of airports started to significantly expand
after the 1980s and early 1990s in association
with the new aircraft engines technologies being introduced and developed through the 20
years following the 1960s. And since it typically
takes 15-20 years-according to NASA engineer
Mehdi Kharrami-for a new technology to be
tested and applied to a real aircraft, emerging technologies such as driverless airplanes,
electrical powered airplanes or 90% silent airplanes are anticipated to be reality within the
coming 20 years maximum.

2025
By that time, we start to see less
fuel consumption by aircrafts, saving space for more expansion within
the airport property

By 2025, NASA is planing to implement different technologies to cut the current drag by
8%, wight by 10%, fuel by 15%, emissions by
75% and noise by 90%, making creating more
healthy environment for the one who lives near
to airports and saving around 140 million US$
annually due to fuel savings and drag reduction.

“Standing next to the airplane, you may not
be able to tell the difference, but the improvements will be revolutionary,”
Richard Wahls, Project Scientist at NASA
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It is anticipated that electrical airplanes
will be in the market, so facilities to charge
and maintain them will be demanded

2005
The A380 aircraft is out and the need for
higher hangers, wider runways and taxiways, and airplanes parking lanes needed
to expand in high, width and radius

B - HOW WE WILL FLY NEXT

DREAMS TO REALITY
AWWA Sky Whale, Oscar Vinals
Detachable Cabin, Airbus

The infinite possibilities of our epoch’s
technology supports any proposed idea by any
“crazy” designer today. These concepts might
take long time to be touchable but it pushes
different industries for better innovative alternatives. Thinking of typical aircraft to continue
with the same current aspects is not the future
of the industry anymore. Many designers are
already trying to change the paradigms of how
we used to see airplanes in order to reach a
whole new experience in the coming future
AWWA Sky Whale-on the top- is an aircraft
design proposal introduced by Oscar Viñals- a
Spanish designer and aviation enthusiast- of
what he is calling the “greenest aircraft imaginable.”. Equipped with self-repairing wings,
large windows, a vertical takeoff ability and
room for 755 passengers. Anticipating what
could happen to airports designs just to serve
this proposal is behind imagination-for now!
Airbus has come up with a new way to
shave off turnaround time between flights by
introducing Detachable Cabin Aircraft. which
could be swapped in and out of an aircraft to
increase efficiency for boarding passengers.
This concept would allow passengers to board
on a detached cabin from a docking station in
advance of a plane’s arrival. Exactly like a train!
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TOP: AWWA “SKY WHALE” CONCEPT PLANE- PHOTO CREDIT: TUVIE

DOWN: AIRBUS DETACHABLE CABIN CONCEPT- PHOTO CREDIT: MSN

AIRPORT
TYPOLOGY
AIRPORTS CLASSIFICATIONS
WHAT MAKES AN AIRPORT
INNOVATIONS FOR BETTER
THE TYPOLOGY RECONFIGURED

C

112
114
116
118

Architecture has always evolved to serve the
need. And the needs are always changing due to
continuous demands we create as users. Airports
are considered one of the most strict archetypes
in terms of planning and design. Certain parameters and rules are followed in order for the facility
to function properly -failing that is not an option.
However, these rules and design paradigms are
guided by technology limitations and time needed
to test new innovations which are rapidly changing in our days. Breaking the rules -or rethink
them- could change facilities to perform better
and serve better!
Chapter C main purpose is to provide an
overview on airports design typology that- currently- frame their design terms. What makes an
airport? What are the current technologies? How
future technologies could be integrated for better
design? All of these questions are being answered
through the study of the programmatic components of an airport and how they work together.
Additionally, the chapter provides examples of current technologies and future innovations that could
help envisioning the future airport The concluded
findings will support the examination of airport
fragmentation concept by adding the scalability
dimension to the overall methodology and how it
forms different design applications.
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70.8%

C - AIRPORTS CLASSIFICATIONS

UNDER STUDY
Public Airports And Others

1% or more
Annual passenger

Annual passenger

boardings/ airport
category

boardings/ airport

518,145,004

min. 7,318,005
Large Hub

The US Government Accountability Office
(GAO) has released a report in 2014 classifying types of airports and related that back to
passenger rates, category served and scale.
The United States has the largest, most extensive aviation system in the world with over
19,000 airports ranging from large commercial
transportation centers transporting millions of
passengers annually to small grass airstrips
serving only a few aircraft each year.
Of these, nearly 3,400 airports are designated as part of the national airport system
and thus are eligible for federal assistance.
The national airport system consists of two
primary types of airports—commercial service airports, which have scheduled service
and board 2,500 or more passengers per year,
and general aviation airports, which have no
scheduled service and board fewer than 2,500
passengers.
FAA divides commercial service airports
into primary airports (boarding more than
10,000 passengers annually) and commercial
service non-primary airports. The 389 primary
airports are arranged into various types of hub
airports—large, medium, and small hub, and
non-hub—based on passenger traffic. (GAO)

more than 0.25%

17.0%

124,445,303

min. 1,829,501
Medium Hub

8.9%

more than 0.05%

64,976,324

min.365,900
Small Hub

3.2%

23,620,648

less than 0.05%

Nonhub

0.1%

613,191
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min.10,000

no more than 10,000

Commercial Nonprimary

min.2,500

Happy Flow Concept by
Aruba Airport

C - INNOVATIONS FOR BETTER

NEXT

At all passenger touch-points,
the passenger’s face image is
the identification token. Passengers are being identified
at user-friendly Touch Points
by face-recognition cameras
which identify them by their
face.

Current and Future Technologies

Different forces are forming the need of
rethinking airports typology and how it should
be reconfigured to enhance its connectivity and
integration with the city. One of these major
forces are the new concepts introduced by
airports systems designers and airliners for
better passenger experience within the airport
property lines. Some of these technologies
have proven success in enhancing the experience and with time could positively ease the
required expansion demands from airports and
open up opportunities for more integration with
the city as a major hospitality hub.

Smart Check-in Table by
Teague
The proposed concept would
allow remote check-ins for
travelers outside the airport.
You might be taking your
coffee outside the airport
and your table reminds you
of your flight timing and do
the check-in for you.

To explain, some of these technologies address the flow of passengers inside the airport
and some are introducing revolutionary concepts for off-airport check-in. Combining those
with the new aircraft concepts-detachable cabins or vertical take off-, airport could juristically transform from the inside out. Passengers
from the city will have the opportunity to find
“terminal spots” within the city neighborhoods
for check-in or pick up points by an actual pilot!

Detachable Cabin by
Airbus
This proposal could push
the possibilities of boarding
beyond what we see today. The
cabin is meant to move within
the airport BUT there is a
potential for developing the city
infrastructure to host these
movable cabins to pick-up and
drop passengers at different
stations off-airport!
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airports currently are
designed as one-piece
facilities that function as
one unit and expand as
one unit as well.

CURRENT AIRPORT
TYPOLOGY

FRAGMENTED AIRPORT
TYPOLOGY
the concept of fragmenting the airport allows for
different components to
be relocated off-airport
and still individually function properly
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THE 075
FRAGMENTATION
THE MAP
ATL-075
ORD-075
DIA-075

D

128
130
138
146

Here is the start of blending all conclusions
and information introduced in previous chapters
to give a simple and much closer understanding of
what ‘integration through fermentation” concept
actually means.
Chapter D main goal is to connect pieces together. All time-lapse city-airport analysis and
conclusions along with the future vision that this
thesis is proposing. Through the previous 3 chapters, this book gave a constructive line of information and analysis in order to bring the initial ideas
and concepts that were the catalyst of each argument introduced. This chapter is not a final simulation of the idea rather than a glimpse of design
primary decisions that probably will shape the final
product. The main idea here is to open your imagination of what this thesis could bring to table and
push the limits to reach the world of 2075.
In D, three of the main 5 airports introduced
in chapter A were exposed to “fragmentation”
according to each city different affecting factors
and current master plans produced by local initiatives and officials. These airports are ATL, O’Hare
and DIA. The remaining two are following the same
methodology of analysis, so conclusions applies to
them as well.

124

ATL

D - THE MAP

APPLYING SCALES TO THE FIVE
What Scales Are Applied To Which Airport

ORD

CIRCULATION

DIA

PROCESS

DFW

SPACE
COMPONENT

LAS
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FRGAMENTATION

HARTSFEILD - JACKSON INT. AIRPORT

The location of “plug-ins or spots” from the airport are TBD in a
later design phase, however; since the BeltLine project is made
to environmentally connect the suburbs of the city and enhancing
walkability and locals experience, locating these spots on the Line
will enforce its function and allow for opportunistic developments
in the future.
Each spot carry many possibilities, from ticketing, detachable cabins’ pick-up and drop-off points to landing and take-off points.

Two of the south runways will be moved to the inner
stations on the BeltLine rail creating multiple landing
and take-off spots. The old runway spot could be reused as aero-musuem or as a plug-in of Georgia Tech
aero engineering school.
Most of ATL’s traffic is domestic due to its unique location as a connection between states, Fragmenting the domestic terminals-north
and south- could help relocating the crowds to multiple spots. Parking
wouldn’t be needed as much with the autonomous vehicles, that means
more free space for plug-ins from the city.

ATLANTA BELTLINE
TRAILS
PARKS
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
BROWNFIELD
PUBLIC ART
THE BELTLINE - MAP CREDIT: THE BELTLINE MAPS
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FRGAMENTATION

O’HARE INT. AIRPORT

Terminal 5 is the current international terminal and to be expanded according to O’Hare
plans BUT this proposal applies fragmentation on terminal 5 for more integration on Chicago Loop. All International freight operations, international flight check-ins and ticketing
will be processed from different stations along the loop.
It has been proven that O’Hare have a delay problem even with adding more gates due to
inability to manage the traffic. If the crowds are moved to different pick up and drop off
stations, cabins are already off-airport for boarding. Since Chicago Loop is most known
to be the center of leisure and business, passengers are integrated with the city vibes
during their wait times.
American and United have
dominated what happened
in O’Hare for years, to help
exiting from this problem,
the two airlines are relocated out of O’Hare to
have their own hubs about
10 miles from O’Hare and
connected to both Loop stations and O’Hare.

Since the two dominant airlines are relocated in
separated hubs, removing these runways will allow
more space for the non-hub airlines to have more
public entertainment facilities and get closer to the
city. No extra runways will be needed due to the use
of detachable cabins and vertical take-offs and landing technology.

CHICAGO LOOP

CHICAGO LOOP - MAP CREDIT: CHICAGO CITYSCAPE
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FRGAMENTATION

DENVER N INT. AIRPORT

Pena Smart Neighborhood along with the Blueprint Denver aims to create “complete neighborhoods” by rezoning the land around a transit corridor. The goal here
is creating complete neighborhoods around a transportation rich plan, which serve
the fragmentation concept. Rezoning the surrounding areas around DIA and plug
in parts of the terminal operations like baggage network system and boarding will
guarantee the continuity of growing communalities around because “the city follows airport”.

DIA is planing to expand by 2-3 more runways by the 2030 following the
same rotational layout, but why not to create a new business hub for global
arrival and departure just a few miles from the original DIA? Relocating the
two west runways in what the city is naming” Smart Neighborhoods” could
push the missing “in-complete” neighborhoods to be attraction points for
business and leisure.
Moving portions of the check-in and boarding operations along with airlines
hubs to multiple centers allows for complete transition of passenger journey
outside the airport which could serve the new locations and areas around
while serving as “hosting” hubs for both locals and visitors.

STAPLETON OLD
AIRPORT

COLORADO AEROTROPOLIS - MAP CREDIT: COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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THE END
CONCLUSION
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T

he future of airports is determined by the way we design them
today and the way we envision the future of cities in general. Understanding the needs of each city’s proposed plan and the way it
has been engaging its airport is the first step towards creating
more integrated airport-city experiences.
If applied, the proposed fragmentation of airport programming is
mainly guided by specific dominating forces of each city, the future of aerospace technology and airport innovative concepts as
the analysis of this study has shown. Adapting different scales of
fragmentation will identify the perfect method for a future airport
to contribute to a city plan.
Since different factors and many parties are included in the process, and in the case of considering this concept for the future,
city planners, architects, airliners and politicians should be able to
work as a team from today in order for this concept to reach its
goals in the future many years from now.

CONCLUSION

For the purpose of further enforcement of this project, a detailed
financial analysis is suggested in order to give an idea about the
potential economic impacts on airports and cities if the fragmentation idea is being applied.

The End of Today’s Airports is the end of the walled, separated and
unenjoyable airports of today and a start of a new era of “integration through fragmentation”.
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